
PayPal Appears To Be Desperately Offering Bribes Of $15 To Stop Droves Of
People Cancelling Accounts

Description

USA: “Give me $2500 for spreading misinformation and I’ll consider keeping my account”

PayPal is reportedly offering account holders $15 to prevent them closing their accounts after 
the platform shamefully threatened to steal their money if they express the ‘wrong’ opinion.

PayPal announced that it would reserve the right to take up to $2500 from people’s accounts if they
‘spread hate’ or ‘misinformation’ – meaning opinions they dislike.

After a massive backlash, Paypal backtracked and then a narrative was created by so called ‘fact
checkers’ that the entire thing never happened and Paypal never intended to fine people for wrong
think, despite writing an entire policy update expressing an intent to do so:

Now, as the company’s stock price continues to plummet amid users cancelling their accounts, PayPal
appears to be offering free money in an attempt to retain customers:

Some had a counter proposal for PayPal:

Others suggested taking the fifteen bucks and doing something positive with it:

Knowing PayPal, there will be stipulations…

Some report that they can’t even close their accounts:

Critics have pointed out that PayPal actually still hasn’t retracted the ‘hate speech’ element of their
social credit score system:

PayPal Says It Won’t Fine Users $2,500 for Misinformation, but It Will Fine 
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Them for ‘Intolerance’

All this comes in the wake of PayPal restricting the accounts of organisations it seemingly disagrees 
with, then backtracking on that too after headlines stating the company could be prevented by law from 
banning people over their political views.

While this is generating attention now, PayPal has been moving down this road for years, initially 
targeting conservatives for cancellation.

The AFP also reports today that PayPal has allegedly blocked the accounts of one of Hong Kong’s last
remaining pro-democracy parties:

The Liberal Social Democrats, one of Hong Kong's last remaining pro-democracy parties,
said Wednesday that online-payments giant @PayPal had terminated its account citing
unspecified "excessive risks" — @AFP https://t.co/P3tvUk0Rt3

— Jerome Taylor (@JeromeTaylor) October 13, 2022

And in related news, it appears some banks are following suit against people who say the ‘wrong’ thing:

Earlier today I learned that @kanyewest was officially kicked out of JP Morgan Chase bank.
I was told there was no official reason given, but they sent this letter as well to confirm that
he has until late November to find another place for the Yeezy empire to bank. 
pic.twitter.com/FUskokb6fP

— Candace Owens (@RealCandaceO) October 12, 2022

Monday: PayPal says they will fine people $2,500 for misinformation

Wednesday: JPMorgan Chase shuts down Kanye West’s bank account

This is why they want a cashless society. We must reject it now before it’s too late.

— End Wokeness (@EndWokeness) October 13, 2022

by Steve Watson
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